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Tutor program starts for poor;
shoots for lower drop-out rate

MORE PARKING-Rushing to got as much construction work don*
before cold weather sets in, a group of workman pours cement for
a new parking lot behind the Health Center.

By BRUCE LARRICK
Editor
A student development program
aimed at keeping underprivileged
students In school has begun operation this fall after gaining University approval this summer.
Franklyn A. Jackson, graduate
student In counseling, has been
named to head the program and
will work closely with Dr. Raymond Endres, associate professor
of education, who proposed the
program last spring.
The main service of the student
development program will be a
tutoring service handled by graduate students and upper-level undergraduates.
Space In the Library has been
acquired and the hope Is to have
tutoring sessions from 7 a.m. to
10 p.m. every day, Jackson said.
At the present time, Jackson
foresees a need for at least six
students to tutor, with possible
expansion depending on the response from the underprivileged
students.
A diagnostic testing program, a
student advisory beard, a recruitment program, a swing-shift exchange of faculty and students with
Central State University, and the
expansion of the Upward Bound
Bridge Program for high school
students are also Included In the

North Viet National Assembly
taps Ho Chi Minh successor
NEWS ANALYSIS
(AP) — North Vietnam's National Assembly has designated a new
president to succeed Ho Chi Minn,
but In effect nothing much has
happened. The real successor to
Ho has yet to be chosen and a
struggle still cannot be ruled out.
The selection of 81-year-old
Vice President Ton DucThangwas
a technicality. The North Vietnamese constitution required the
selection. 1 hang obviously is a
figurehead.
The real power, as In any Communist state, Is In the hands of
the ruling party, In this case the
Lao Dong Workers. Ho was party
chairman. As of now, the party
still lacks a chairman.
The new president, In fact, Is
only a party Central Committee
member and not even on the ruling
Politburo. He was a revolutionist at 18 and a Communist since
Ho formed the party 39 years ago.
The Russians gave ThanganOrder
of Lenin In 1967 when he was In
Moscow for the 50th anniversary
celebration of Communist power.
Thang Is quoted as pledging to
devote all his energies to service
of the nation, but at 81 he Is unlikely to ahve much evergy to
spare.
Ho Chi Minh, In his later years,
appeared to be the arbiter of factional disputes In the party leadership, and the cement which held
It together. In effect, the party
long before Ho*s death was opwho often appeared to have divergent views.
The top men In this collective
are Le Duan, the party's first
secretary; Pham Van Dong, the
premier and long the right-hand
man of Ho; Truong Chlnh, the
chalrm.in of the National Assembly's standing committee; Marshal
Vo Nguyen Clap, the regime's top
military man; Le Due Tho, an able
negotiator who often speaks with
a voice of authority, and Nguyen
Duy Trinh, a vice premier and minister of Foreign affairs.
Le Duan is considered an Influential policy maker. He had
the reputation, about 15 years ago,

of being pro-Chinese, but appeared
to have shifted toward pro-Slvlet
views In the 1960's. He Is a 35year veteran of party service and
a former leader of Ho's Viet minh
forces which fought the French in
the South. He comes from Quang
Tri, which Is the northernmost
province of South Vietnam.

I man's Influence Is enhanced by
his experience In dealing with foreign Communist parties, and he
could be considered a good bet to
succeed to the aprty chairmanship.
Pham Van Dong was one of Ho's
earliest associates. He Is considered pro-Moscow In the world
Conrn inist quarrel.

program.
The testing program would be
used to Identify those underprivileged students who may have academic trouble, either for personal
reasons or because of an Inadequate high school education.
A student board of academic
advisors would be composed mainly of those students who will be
working for the program. Jackson
said he wants the program to be
student run wherever possible.
A recruitment drive In ghetto
areas and among Mexican-Americans will be directed In conjunction
with the Black Student Union.
Student recruiters will go to
various ghetto high schools and
encourage students who would not
otherwise go to college, to attend
Bowling Green State University and
take advantage of the program.
The Upward Bound Bridge Program, financed by the federal government, brings underprivileged
high school students to the campus during the summer, when they
take college level courses and receive counseling.
Last summer, there were about
40 students In the program, about
34 of whom will be returning this
fall to start regular college attendance. Those students who are returning did well enough this summer to warrant their admission
this fall.
The faculty-student exchange
with Central State University will
not take place this fall, but Dr.
Endres expressed the hope that It
could begin sometime this year.
"The main purpose of the program Is to raise grade-point averages, lower drop-out rates and
to change campus attitudes toward
black students and Mexican-Americans," Jackson said In defining his role as director.
Both Jackson and Dr. Endres
emphasized the need for student
help In the tutoring and clerical
areas.
Dr. Endres said there will be
an Increasing need for the program

Freshmen rap orientation
I
Phillips
Niese
Kruse
Wilson
Nett
Opinions differ, but from i ran- more than when they started."
Few students seemed to attend
dom poll conducted yesterday, this
year's freshman orientation was all five days of the program.
boring .
"The organization meeting could
The program, extended to five have been eliminated," said Laura
days, was intended to acquaint Wilson.
Kay Nett remarked that the whole
new students with the University.
"We didn't think we covered It program had a "total lack of orvery well in three days," said ganization."
Pamela Edwards attended neiGregory T. DeCrane, director of
ther the organization meeting nor
the orientation.
Many
freshmen, however, the one held for the Student Serthought the program was Just too vices Bldg. "Everybody said I
didn't need to go," she said. "Even
long.
"The orientation was kind of my Residence Assistant said It
drawn out," said Kirk Phillips. was boring. Everything was re"A lot of It was really ridicu- peat, repeat."
The book discussion, however,
lous."
John Nlese remarked,"It was designed to create a classroom
all right from what I payed at- situation and simulate discussion,
tention. It could have been done was well received this year. The
In three days. There was too discussion caused problems In
much time with nothing to do." previous years due to lack of stuOrientation student-leader Mark dent particlpaton. Because of this,
Kruse said, "The orientation was only 90 faculty members signed
too long. The freshmen get so up to conduct the discussions as
tired of having this philosophical compared to 180 last year.
stuff about the University pushed
DeCrane stated that next year the
down their throats that by the end book discussion may be revised or
of five days they didn't know any dropped In favor of a well-known

Edwards
lecturer.

Shadle

President William T. Jerome
II's convocation, another annual
feature of the orientation also drew
comments.
"Dr. Jerome gave his best
speech, I think, and was received
the best he has been In three
years," said DeCrane.
Debbie Shadle disagreed. "I
didn't particularly like It. He had
a good point, but he kept going
around In circles about It."
"The convocation was too long,"
stated Jane Wletschko. "After
meetings all day long, you expect
something to keep your attention."
"It was Interesting to see President Jerome and hear the noise
in the balcony — a lot of this,"
remarked Pamela Edwards, making a peace sign with two fingers.
Student - leader Kruse stated,
"Jerome's talk was a preach. The
freshmen fell
asleep until the
"heads" In the balcony woke them
«*>."
The freshmen mixer, as usual
was dominated by upperclassmen.

for the next seven or eight years,
after which It will hopefully "peak"
and taper.
Jackson, In talking about student
attitudes toward blacks in particular, said It wanted to make It
possible to have black and white
students living together on an equal
basis with as little tension as
possible.
"Black and white students should
be equal. No one should have special preference, because the races
have to learn to live together here
as elsewhere," he said.
Dr. Endres said changing student attitudes on campus Is a big
Job, because of the conservative
tenor of a large segment of the
student body, especially those who
come from all white neighborhoods
and schools.
Changing attitudes Is Important,
Dr. Endres said, because there will
be an Increasing number of black
students at the University—a result of the recruiting program and
the possibility of Instituting an ethnic student program.
After that, all of the educational
Institutions in the state should be
providing the type of education
needed In the ghettos, Jackson
said.
Financial resources will also
have to be Increased In this period, and Dr. Endres said he hopes
faculty and students will be able
to provide some of this. Most of
the money Is needed for grantsln-ald and scholarships for underprivileged students once they come
to the University.
The present operating budget
of the program Is about $25,000.
The Ohio Board of Regents provided the money this year.

Sen. Hugh Scott
as new lender
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Hugh
Scott of Pennsylvania was elected
leader of Senate Republicans Wednesday, and Sen. Robert P. Griffin
of Michigan was chosen as GOP
whip.
President Nixon telephoned congratulations to the party's new
Senate leadership team.
Scott told the President he hopes
his new Job one day will be to
lead a Senate majority, Instead of
the 43-vote minority the GOP now
commands.
Scott defeated Sen. Howard H.
Baker Jr. of Tennessee, 24 votes
to 19 to win the post left vacant
by the death of Sen Everett M.
Dlrksen, minority leader for a decade and Baker's father-in-law.
A scant four hours later, Baker
lost to Griffin in the showdown ballot of a crowded race for whip.
Griffin got 23 votes to Baker's
20.
"This Is the Ucket, It's the
balance the Republicans wanted
themselves," said Scott.
The new minority leader would
not say how he had marked his
secret ballot In the contest for
whip, which began as a four-way
race.
Griffin said the leadership contests had not divided the party.
"We've come out of our battle unified," he said.
He said the two elections produced a leadership team balanced
In terms of geography and of
Ideology.
"All of this bodes well for 1970,"
Griffin said. Republicans hope to
seize the Senate control In the elections next year.
Griffin was the only senator to
announce In advance he was running
for whip - a Job opened when Scott
was promoted to the leadership.
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Cooperation needed
The Student Housing Association is one of the most promising
programs to be set up by Student Council.
It was organized last year, but didn't have the time to prove
its worth. This year, however, the students working on the association arc determined to become highly useful to students
living off campus or planning to move off.
They are now waiting for responses from 125 landlords and
managers to which letters for cooperation were sent, and by winter quurter they hope to have compiled a housing information
sheet.
The landlords must be urged to give the association the same
Cooperation as the University has. The Mousing Office has been
very instrumental in working with the association on its programs.
That could be the lurgest problem facing the association —
getting the landlords and managers to cooperate.
Students off campus now are continually being.taken advantage
of. Mousing is ut a premium, and rents are being hiked each
year. Many students arc paying atrocious fees for the privilege
of living in the town.
Restrictive leases, refused refund of deposits apparently for
no valid reasons, and discrimination have become an unwillingly
accepted part of living off-campus.
Just because University properly costs in Howling (ireen are
already high, there is no reason, other than greed, for overcharging students. It seems the town doesn't want the Students,
just their money.
To some extent, students huve brought this on themselves. No
neighborhood wunts residents who wake up people for blocks
around every night its inhabitants hold a drinking party. And
many of the landlords have been pressured by the citizens to
stop letting to students.
Hut the citizens of Howling (ireen have developed an over-kill
complex. Not all the students disturb the peace, just as not all
the landlords do their best to bleed the students for everything
they've got.
Cooperation is essential. Working together, the association
and the landlords could resolve many of the problems existing
in off-campus housing -- both infractions by students and profiteering by landlord's.

Faculty slighted
The Hoard of Trustees has done the faculty an injustice in
assessing them a fee for using University parking facilities.
Supplying parking space is one of the costs of running a university.
These costs are the burden of those who benefit most
from the University's existence, the students and the public.
Paying the University bills is certainly not the task of its employees. Singling out the faculty for a special burden is unfair
to the group thut contributes most to muking an education here
possible.
Students desiring convenient parking space for their cars should
expect to puy the price for that privilege. The faculty, however,
has a right to expect a free parking place to be provided ut the
place where they work. It is the University's obligation as an
employer to provide these spaces.
The University has enough difficulty attracting and keeping a
qualified faculty, without charging them $28 per year merely to
park their cars.

Remembering the past

By DANEENE FRY
Student Columnist
Sitting In the open air, dreaming of the things that can be but
are not. Snatches of future dreams
fight for prevalence In your mind.,
yet past reflections overrule.
Staring at the building you now
call home...welcome to campus.
Remembering the first day you
saw the place...over a year ago.
You transferred here without ever
bothering to see BGSU and you
only live seventy miles away.
And you remember the people
you met that day...transfer students like you...knowing no one and
trying to find things without acting like freshmen. Many of them
are gone now...graduated...married...failed to pass the courses...
couldn't take the pressures...many
other reasons.
You remember
the first day of
classes here.
They were so j
dl/ferent from
the ones you had j
In Iowa. The j
classes were
larger and there
were twenty
times the people wandering a-'
round campus.
You hated this place before you
ever got here and the first day
made you vow to spend as little
time as possible In this place...
the university with every conceivable modern facility.
It makes you want to laugh and
cry to remember those days...you
who vowed to never get Involved
with anything or anyone..and to
transfer as soon as possible...but
you realized there was no place
to transfer to. You were running
from the past and had no place to
run.
And so you stayed...and tried to
build a wall around yourself...a
wall that memories and pain
couldn't cllmb...a wall to keep you
safe from the outside world. But

Avoid the 'group ego'
By MARY HARRIS
Student Columnist
and no-no's and rldgedly adhere to them. SDS Is a
College Life, that fabled star of stage, screen and mockery of the original nonviolent, constructive chaptelevision, Is again upon us. This dry belch of geodes, ler.
tear gas and prepositions promises "enrichment of There are so many divergent opinions In the group
our lives."
now, that they couldn't even decide when to meet.
Another popular cliche Informs us that college will
Disorganized, uncompromising and self -centered polhelp us to "mature emotionally." Perhaps It does, ltlcal groups. Is It any wonder that many students turn
but more likely It postpones the equally cllched school away from campus politics, confused and disgusted?
of hard knocks.
They have good reason to be! The real Issues are
No one ever entirely grows up
•till untouched: new housing and academics.
emotionally. Absurd? Not really.
So ANYWAY, gang
before you go marching on
Each one of us enjoys his own selfthe President's house—or anybody's house—torch in
cenieredness. Something definitely
hand, make sure you know what you're doing.
Is wrong If we don't at least like
Don't be just another "face In the crowd." It doesn't
ourselves!
take any Intelligence to stand In front of someone
(within the protective ego of the Group) and scream
Carried to extremes, however,
a "me-flrst" attitude can wreck
In bis ear.
It does, however, take a little guts, and brains, to
a person's relations within his
community unit. A well-blanaced
figure out your own motives, plus the group motive.
person must be able to laugh at
If your protest Is a sincere and rational one (not
his own self-centeredness, and
purely an emotional reaction) and group policy has
compromise a little In the process of living 1th others, been argued out with all members participating (not
Taking the "me-flrst" attitude one step farther, Just a few dominant personalities), your personal
we may fnd this ego problem within groups, where it protest within the contest of the group action may
might be termed "truant groupism."
be legit.
For Instance, there are many politically oriented If, however, you Joined a group because you're
groups on campus which claim to represent "student too weak a person to stand on your own Ideas, or If
opinion," (whatever that is).
you are merely defending the group ego, sometlung's
There Is a Student Council faction, a White Panther wrong,
faction, an SDS faction, and a Black faction. Within Try assaulting the faculty and administrators with
each group, In turn, there are sub-factions, based on facts, data, and a large cross-section of student
personality clashes. Instead of lnter-group coopera- attitudes this year; the over-30's really go for that
Uon, these major groups spend much of their time kind of stuff.
manufacturing slogans to win spring and fall elections.
The stuffy and ultra-conservative members of the
At least they are trying in Council. The Panther and faculty and administration can't hope to hold out forever,
Black factions are all caught up In building an organ- and they won't,
lzatlon Image. They draw up a list of political yes's They'll eventually have to compromise—as we will.

you discovered your theory of retreat was a fallacy. The only thing
you managed to block out was love
and friendship...the things we can't
live without. We can exist, but we
can't really live.
The year passed...and you managed to break your original vow.
You tell yourself that you were
forced to do it...you didn't want
to...but the fact
remains...you
broke it. You began to get involved
with campus activities...began to
realize that you didn't want to
exist...began to see whatthisplace
is and can be.
You realized that sitting in your
room or the Union and swearing
and condemning the University and
the people and the world wasn't accomplishing much except releasing
hot air.
You realized that changes are
needed and the only way to get
them Is to work for them...not
violent burning and destruction
but diligent and persistent work.

And changes came. Not earthshattering changes...but the beginnings of the changes so vastly
needed. And summer came too and
everyone said things would quiet
down for three months.
But they didn't...there were
questions yet to be answered and
a.few were settled in the summer.
There are still questions to be
answered now...and new ones to
raise.
Now you join the multitude of
people on campus for a second
time. Many are new...they remind
you of fall a year ago. And you
wonder how many of them are
seeking a place to hide. How many
of them will get Involved...how
many of them will take as long
as you did to start to attempt
to live.
Sitting in the open air, dreaming of things that can be but are
new...and wondering how long it
will take until they are.

Letters to the editor
The students' right to on education
I am a transfer student at BGSU. I transferred from Suffolk
Community College which was only ten minutes away from the
famed State University of New York at Stony Brook.
There has been riot after riot on this campus and the situation
looks as If It will get much worse. There was much destruction
and the act of taking the rights away from other students.
There were many police cars smashed and set on fire, people
badly Injured, etc. This riot resulted In a feud between the students, administration, and State and local politicians.
The school was destroyed from the Inside and outside. It Is
now a haven for heads and other degenerates. The dorms have
been raided by the police and an abundance of different kinds of
drugs were confiscated.
What can we do? I'll tell you, but you may not appreciate the
answer. You will gave to tell your girl that you can't go out that
night because you will have to read and evaluate political events
throughout the world.
It takes quite a bit if studying. You must educate yourself^r.
worldly events so you can keep these radicals at bay by out-detailing
them, but at the same time, not falling prey to their philosophy
(which Is how they get most of their support.)
When they do get out of hand, you should know your rights under
the law. YAF came out with a suggestion where you can now sue
those who take your right of equal time, the right to enter any
public building that you desire, or any other right away from you.
These are but a few methods of defeating the groups that are
trying to destroy your campus.
In ending, let me Just say one thing. It Is your campus and you
must protect it and your right to an education.
Marc Katz
152 Conklln
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FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale: 3 speed bicycle, good
condition. 353-6815 Call after 5:05

Rates: 40C per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of Swords
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.

For Sale: Guitar—Like new, Steel
Strings—call Robin 2-3339. After
I p.m.
500 C.C. 1969 Triumph Trophy.
Call 353-9361 after 5.
'63 Olds conv. Low mileage Runs
great—$850. Call 352-5265or 3525184.

Printed errors, which In the News'
opinion deter from the value of
the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge If reported
In person within 48 hours of publication.

Need male to share apt. Inquire
#92 Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments

•66 VW Excellent Cond. 2nd engine
for parts. $875. Call 352-0475 after
7 p.m.
Drums-Ludwlg, 9 mo. old; cymbals, throne, bell, blocks, sticks,
all Included. MUST SELL 874-6919
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE APT.
on First St. $77 mo, 2 bedroom,
fully carpeted and funished. Prefer Spanish or French speaking
girl. Must be over 21. Write: Donna Kos, 730 First St. Apt. D
WANTED: 1 Female to share Apt.
near campus. Phone 352-5513 after
4 p.m.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
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Need a Job? See Dick White at
the Canterbury Inn after 7 p.m.
(Over 21).
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Will do baby-sitting In my home.
Call 354-3703 after 5 p.m.
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Will babysit In my home. 3546603.
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New Manager of White Hut requests
waitresses: Day shift 10:30 to 2:30
Evening 5:00 to 10:00—Weekends
all day 354-5893.

SENIORS—Important meeting on
Tuesday, Sept. 30, at 11 a.m. concerning Job Interviewing.
The
Placement Office will be explaining procedures, and distributing
'Instruction Manuals' with credential forms necessary for Interviewing. This Is the only meeting
scheduled, so plan to attend.
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Wanted: Waitress apply at 165 N.
Main Gigolo Nlte Club. Must be
21 years of age. Hours 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
Walters or waitresses needed. Call
Sycamore Grove Night Club—8333685
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Solution to Yesterday's Punle
CRYPTOGRAM -- By Sulo \V. Minkin

Looking for College men to work
evenings with the Stor.egate Co.
Starting salary $25/week. Work
only 12 hours. Must have car. Contact Steve Jones 372-4145.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
will meet from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. In the South Gym of the Women's Bldg.
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
CONFERENCE
Will meet for Its annual area
conference from 9 a,m. to 3 p.m.
on the third floor, Union.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION COFFEE HOUR
Will meet from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. on the third floor. Union.

SORORITY RUSH
Upperclass rashees will register
for preference parties from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on the second floor
lounge, Student Services Bid*;.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
TESTIMONY MEETING
W1U be held at 6:30p.m. InProut
Chapel.
WOMN'S INTRAMURAL
ASSOCIATDN
Will meet at 3:30 p.m. In the
Women's Bldg.

HELP WANTED: Part and full-time
help. Must be neat and dependable.
Apply Burger Chef between 8:00
p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Kathy and Bob—Congrats on your
engagement—Luv from #19.

Folk guitar lessons. Reasonable
Rates. Phone 352-7262
Ride needed to Purdue anytime—
Share exDense—Call Pam 21638.

David—Can't wait to see you today!
See you at 2:00. Pam
Don't forget AWS Big Sls-LltUeSis
picnic 10:30 Saturday, Sept. 27, at
Sterling Farm. Boxed lunches from
cafeteria.

THE
WOOSTER
SHOP
Greyhound Bus Station
Western Union
Stationary-Sundries
Under New Management

425 E. Wooster St.
Ph. 353-5982
••

cm

2 BIG SHEFS 89<

MAMBUBO£SSJ

FISH & FRIES45C

AT
BURGER CHEF
510 E. Wooster
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You're in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So,you need Pomps, the flameresistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do it fasler, easier,
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6* x 6* square,
ready to use, come in 20 vivid colors lhat are virtually runproof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate Wilh Pomps." If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.

t£ pomps*
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Berkeley radicob press demands

Landlords brace for rent boycott
BERKELEY Calif (CPS) — Hopes
for a national campaign for more
equitable apartment arrangements

were enhanced this week as the
Berkeley rent strike gained sizeable student support.

Student groups picketed apartments owned by the Values, Inc.
management firm In protest over

Profs gain Canadian support
PORT ARTHUR, Canada (CPS-CUP) — The
Canadian Union of Students Congress voted almost unanimously to oppose the Americanization
of Canadian Universities, but rejected a quota
system that would directly restrict the number
I of U.S. professors teaching In Canada.
The delegates noted In a resolution at the 33rd
1 CUS Congress that a professor's ability to deal
with Canadian reality Is not always based on
his nationality. Some American professors have
the concepts and experience to understand that
reality, and conversely, some Canadian professors
often don't.
A quota system also would not attack the other
features of American Influence that permeate
our universities, delegates decided. These Include:
—Course content heavily loaded In favor of

American textbooks, concepts, and history (Canadian economics Is taught largely from American
textbooks.)
—Courses where Canadian content Is deliberately devalued — a University of Toronto graduate student often cannot do a PhD on only one
Canadian author.
—Canadian universities doing research for American corporations and military departments.
—The Prestige positions of American universities In certain disciplines and their effects
on Canadian teaching In those subjects.
The Congress resolved that all academic openings in universities must be advertised in Canada; that Canadian graduate schools emphasizing
the Canadian perspective be established to orient
faculty toward Canadian problems, and that students participate In hiring, promotion, and tenure
of professors, and In curriculum committees.

33 per cent rent Increases. The
company claims the increase is
due to tax reform legislation and
"Increased costs of management."
Strikers claim the Increase is not
Justified.
The trend in the Berkeley strike
is a major factor in determining
the possibility for a nation-wide
rent strike campaign. Organizers
of the year-old Ann Arbor, Mich,
rent strike, which has succeeded
In reducing rent and bringing landlords to the bargaining table, have
tentatively scheduled a national
rent strike conference to be held
before the new year. Ad hoc groups
In Madison, Boston, New York and
Chicago have begun organization
activity at the major universities
In those cities.
Organizers of the Berkeley campaign Include a coalition of "People's Park" representatives and
members of the Radical Student
Union, a quasi-political party on
campus.
The Berkeley rent strike has been _

In the making for some time, and
landlords have wasted no time in
preparing for It. Special "radical clause contracts" have been
tacked onto many standard leases
in the area for fall contracts.
The radical clause demands the
tenant waive certain rights under
California Laws passed In the
1940's that give the tenant the
right to deduct rent for use In
repairing housing doce violations.
Other sections of the radical agreement sign over the tenant's
rights to strike or wlthold the rent
by 10 per cent per month If rent
at anytime for almost any reason.
A 500-word attached agreement
also allows the landlord to increase
the rent by 10 per cent per month
if rent is not paid within three
days of the agreed date of payment.
Other landlords have chosen
more convenient methods, such as
demanding up to three-months rent
before signing over the lease to
the tenant.

Take Carol

before she goes
from

t&t to PTA.
Just drop a film cartridge into
a Kodak Instamatic camera and
save Carol before she starts
saving for someone else's
college education. Save her
in beautiful color snapshots
or color slides. Inuoors, pop
on a flashcube. It's that simple.

Kodak Instamatic color cameras. From less than MO.
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Program reports top
Faculty Senate slate
The Faculty senate Executive
Committee of eight faculty members meets today to determine the
agenda for the first meeting October 7.

War protest set
for October 15
A national anti-war "moratorium" Is being organized forOctober 15 by a Washington - based
committee. Plans are set for campus activities at schools across the
country; and the organizers hope
to Involve businessmen, clergymen, community groups and labor.
The Vietnam Moratorium Committee has the endorsement of the
National Americans for Democratic Action, the National Student Association, the New Mobilization
Committee and the National New
Democratic Coalition.
The one-day October action
would be expanded, If the war
continues, to two days In November, three days In December, and
escalating until the war Is ended.
The moratorium Is being organized by workers of the Eugene McCarthy and Robert Kennedy presidential campaigns of 1968.

Three main topics stand out as
possibilities to head the agenda,
said Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, chairman of the sociology department
and of Faculty Senate. Among the
topics Is a report by Dr. Raymond
J. Endres, associate professor of
education, concerning an academic
program for minority groups, the
summer Upward Bound Bridge
program and the student development program.
"These could very well be among
the first discussions," Dr. Balogh
said.
Other possibilities Include the
faculty parking problem and a report by Wlllard H. Galllart, assistant professor of quantitative analysis and control In non-academic
areas.
"These present some of the
more urgent Issues," Dr. Balogh
said. "Throughout the year I would
like to see Faculty Senate concern
Itself with only the relevant Issues
concerning the academic aspects
of the University."

"■"

The committee studying the current problems of the University
airport Is at a standstill. The committee has been considering three
possible solutions to the problems:
—Abandonment of the airport
entirely;
--Construction of a newer facility In a new location; or
—Improvement of the existing
airport.
However, Bruce Hopkins, manager of the airport, Indicated that
abandonment of the present airport
Is no longer being considered.
Last year's estimate of air operation was 11,250 locally and a
3,750 total for Itinerant air operations, Hopkins said. Estimates
for 1969 Include approximately
13,000 local
and 5,000 Itinerant flights.
"An Indication of traffic," Hopkins explained, "Is the pumping of
fuel. We have been pumping in
excess of 3,000 gallons every two
weeks."
Now that college Is back in session, Hopkins Is hopeful that talks
can begin and progress can be

made. Some of the suggested Improvements are lengthening and repairing the north-south runway, installation of rotating beaker lights
and addition of T-Hangers.
The approach to this north-south
runway, a 2,200 foot strip, Is directly over the University Student
Services Bldg.
"The approach over the University could be much higher If they'd
lengthen the runway," Hopkins suggested.

Congratulate our new pledges
and

PHI KAPPA PSI
invite
all interested
Frosh & Upperclassmen

Rushees
To An
Open House

.

WELCOME
All rusher-, to our Bth annual

At 7 Tonite

Irma LaDouce Party

Student Council will hold Its
first meeting of the 1969-70
academic year at 7 tonight in
200 Moseley Hall.

"There is one possibility I think
they should consider." Hopkins
continued. "We have an east-west
runway that's sod, and It's clear
on both ends." He feels this strip
could be extended from 2,600 to
5,000 feet and paved.
Beaker lights are necessary because the lights from the University, on the south, and the lights
from various establishments west
of the field make It difficult for
pilots to locate the airport at night.

The Brothers of

DELTA UPSILON

Upper level and graduate students are needed as tutors In math,
English, speech, history, biology
and foreign languages.
Interested students should contact Franklyn Jackson, 205 Administration Bldg.

*s;

Airport study hits snag

The Brothers of

Tutors needed

Council meets

Abandonment solution dropped

7:30-11:00 Sat. Nite at the D.U. Mouse
Old Fraternity How

>mm

Fraternity Row

we forward

TEE MALE
We send his fashion image forward
along the best natural shoulder trails.
As suggested by this sport coat, definitely traditional in mood, but shaped
to the body more than is usual, with
two-button rather than three-button
closing. We will be happy to add such
an avant touch to your wardrobe, if
you wish.

For Health
And Body
Mechanics
and
Modern
Dance

THE DEN
HOURS- 9-5

6
AND
TIGHTS

TKE Street Dance
-3rd Annual TKE Street Dance
-8-11 - Old Fraternity Row
-Two Live Bands!!

Saturday Nitell

BY ADLER
Leotards $5.50
Tights
$3.50
Black only
Petite, Ave. Tall

POWDER PUFF
w.

OF MCDONALD
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Pope defends old church
VATICAN CITY — Pop* Paul VI Wednesday assailed Roman
Catholics who considered the Church before the Vatican Ecumenical Council as "authoritarian" and "lnauthentlc."
The pontiff, In his first general audience at the Vatican since
his return Tuesday from his summer home at Castel Gandolfo,
declared: "One cannot Invent a new church according to his own
Judgment or personal tastes."

Narcotics study continues
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio Atty. Gen. Paul W. Brown, still
conducting a statewide study of Illicit use of narcotics, said today
that "every parent should ask his child If the youngster has used
marijuana or other similar forms of drugs."
He said "If the parent Is shocked by the answer, he may have
made an Important breakthrough In saving his son or daughter
from more serious drug abuse later."

MAKE MONEY &
OWN A BUSINESS
Send in this coupon if you want to learn how to earn a great
deal of money for yourself while operating your own exclusive
franchise on campus distributing Audio-Lites.

AUO00IJIES

WASHINGTON (AP) - A Democratic party reform commission
approved Wednesday a series of
proposals designed to encourage
rank-and-flle participation In selection of delegates to the 1972
presidential nominating convention.
But It deferred for at least a
month the two most controversial
proposals before it, proportional representation of minority viewpoints and apportionment of delegates, to reflect actual Democratic party members.
In all, the commission reached
agreement on 10 of the 19 criteria developed by Its staff, but time
prevented action on seven others
that had been approved by Its
executive committee.
All of the proposals will be sent
to party officials around the country for reaction and recommendations before the commission headed
by Sen. George S. McGovern of
South Dakota meets again to make

final decisions.
The 1968 convention directed
creation of the McGovern commission and another group headed
by Rep. James G. O'Hara, DMlch., which Is studying party and
convention rules. The McGovern
group needs to act promptly so
states will have time to make
efforts to enact the new requirements, many of which will require changes In either state or
party law6.
Although the commission's proposals would make sweeping changes If all were adopted, many
merely require that state groups
"make all feasible efforts" to effect them.
The series of relatively noncontroversial
proposals okayed
Wednesday Included:

tion laws.
-A proposal for elimination of
high fees for participation in party activities such as excessive filing fees.
-Adoption by state groups of
written rules and uniform dates
for conduct of party business.
-A reafflrmation of the 1968 convention's ban on the unit rule at
all levels of the delegate selection process with the understanding
that the question of winner-takeall primaries will be considered
later.
-A ban on selection of officials
of delegates to fill vacancies and
a provision that the delegation Itself fill vacancies.
-A bar on proxy voting along
with a requirement that a quorum
of at least 40 per cent be set for
committee meetings that choose
-A call for state parties to delegates.
permit 18-year-olds to participate
-A requirement that voters be
In all party activities.
fully Informed what role officials
-A recommendation for removal they are picking might have In the
of restrictive state voter registra- delegate selection process.

Supreme Court judge prospect in question
WASHINGTON (AP) - The civil
rights record of Judge Clement

F. Haynsworth Jr. was attacked and
defended Wednesday at a Senate

Undergraduate Wanted
To arrange and show weekly a program of sports,
travel and historical films to all area college
groups -- free of charge -- instruction, projector and
screen provided -- earn $2 - $4 per hour. Minimum 10
hours arranged at your convenience -■ car necessary.

NAME
SENSATIONAL NEW
SOUND-SENSITIVE
LIGHT UNITS

Reform commission defers
controversial proposals

SCHOOL
ADDHtSS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL TO:
American College Distributing Corp.
P.O. Box 636, De Kalb, III. 60115

PHONE - 212 FA 5-7911 - COLLECT
Mon-Wed
Thurs-Fri
Sat
9-9
7-9 pm
9-2 pm
ALL CALLS NEW YORK TIME
ON CAMPUS FILM SERVICE

Judiciary Committee hearing on his
nomination to be a Supreme Court
Justice.
Rep. William F. Ryan, D-N.Y.,
testified that "It would be turning
back the clock on civil rights and
Impair public confidence In the orderly process of justice and equal
rights to place Judge Haynsworth
on the Supreme Court."
But Sen. Sam J. Ervln Jr., DN.C., said he has read all of Haynsworth's opinions In the civil rights
field and declared that Haynsworth
has "diligently followed every decision of the Supreme Court."
Ervln was the only committee
member present at today'shearing
In contrast to the turnout Tuesday
of almost all of the 17 members,
when Haynsworth testified he regretted a stock purchase he made
in 1967.
Ryan told the com Tilt tee that
Haynsworth, now chief judge of the
4th V.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
has been called a moderate.
But he said "what that means Is
that he has never espoused doctrines like Interposition or massive resistance but has only cast
crucial votes at crucial times
against speeding the pace of desegregation and for slowing It
down."
Sen. Birch Bayh, D- Inl, told
Haynsworth Tuesday "I guess you
will be confirmed." Ervln said It
would be a tragedy If he were
disqualified because of his purchase of 1,000 shares of Brunswick
Corp., stock.

Audio hours

Extended hours for the Unl1 varsity Library Audio Center
will be from 6 pm to 10 piTL
Monday through Thursday, and
from 1 pm to 5 pm Fridays
for listening. Taping may be
conducted between 8 am and
noon each morning.

Part-Time
Sales
For Juniors
or Seniors
SALARIES
& COMMISSIONS
& EXPENSES

Interviews
Wed, Oct. 1
AT
Howard Johnson's Motel
4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
ask for Mr. Dehn

§
|;i
t;|
I
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NASA scientists uncover evidence
that earth 'tektite' came from moon
WASHINGTON (AP) - Man didn't
have to go to the moon to gather
moon material, It seems. There
are millions of tons of It here on
earth.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration says Its
scientists have produced major new
evidence that a material called
"tektlte" Indeed came from the
moon. It lays to rest a lively
controversy of the origin of the
glass material.
Even the American Geological
Institute's glossary puts a question mark beside Its definition of
tektlte: "A type of meteorite consisting almost exclusively of

glass."
The space agency says flatly the
last shower of the lunar material
arrived some 700,000 years ago
"sprayed from the moon's surface
by the Impact of a meteorite the
size of a small mountain."
That meteorite slamming into the
moon, NASA says, formed the 56mlle wide, 9-mile deep lunar crater Tycho.
The splatter traveled 240,000
miles through space for about three
days and showered down on earth,
mainly over Australia, the Philippines and southeast Asia.
The meteorite Impact fused the
glass, which then was reshaped

during entry into the earth's atmosphere.
That process destroyed the record of minerals that composed
the lunar rock, so Neil Armstrong's

giant step wasn't really In vain.
And the tektltes are providing
scientists with much new knowledge about the chemistry of the
lunar crust.

Concert tickets
The rock group "Blood, Sweat,
and Tears" will appear in Concert
Friday night October 24, In Anderson Arena. Tickets are on sale at
$3.50 for a floor seat and $4.50
for bench seats. The UAO reports
that very few tickets are left.

In Cose You Would
Have To Wait...

SHAVES
FACIALS
SHAMPOOS
RAZOR CUTS
FLAT TOPS

HBQQQDBD WfflB WM
(
125 E. Court St.

203 N. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio
Wc Uo Freih Dough

-FREE Delivery
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M. - I A.M. Daily - 2 A.M. Fri. ft Sat.
Ditmc-ttr — 10 Inch

12 Inch

14 Inch

18 Inch

$1.00

$1.30
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$2.90
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Any 2 Items
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3.60

Any 3 Items

1.60
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3.90

Delux

1.80
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4.40
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.20

.25

Cheese
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•

Smug*

•

Onion
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Beef
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Green Peppers
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Mushroom |
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Ham
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and only 79C
The Justrite pen by
Eberhard Faber is a great
writer. Writes more and
writes better, without
blotting, smearing or
glopping. Because the
point is a slick
carbide ball.
Has many other
credentials: See-Thru
barrel that reveals
everything (like how
much ink is left)
... Self-cleaning ink
eraser... Plastic cap
that protects the point
... A handy clip.
And the Justrite is
better-looking, too.
Medium point
(illustrated) just 19*;
fine point, 25*. Four ink
colors: Red. Blue. Green.
Black. At your
college bookstore.

EBERHARD FABER
(Hi WIIKIS BARRI PA • NCW YORK • CAN»0» • GERMANY • VCNEIUtU • COLOMBIA

J

Lounge in our colonial decored TV and 0<_j
reading area . . . followed by the finest
rim
quality barbering workmanship for your hair ... all this at <z>-

OPEN 6 DAYS
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Exceptional depth spurs
optimistic soccer outlook

(Photo by Glen Kppleston)
SETTING THE PATTERN Soccer co-captain Tom Atimou
sets the pace here in a tuneup for the opener against Miami
Saturday.

Strong defensive unit
heads football squad
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
It's been a long time since Bowling Green football has been spelled
any other way but DEFENSE.
Coach Don Nehlen, who specialized In halting the opponent's offense before assuming the head coaching role, takes extensive pride
In the defensive unit which finished 10th In the nation last year In total
yardage allowed.
"I'll be extremely dlssappolnted If we are not better this year,"
said Nehlen, "this Is our strongest area of manpower."
Graduation stripped two starters from the line In linebacker Denny
Zolclak and end Tom Standrlng, but Nehlen is confident that their
replacements are very capable.
Possibly the only defensive concern comes In the secondary where
graduation eliminated five of the seven grldders working In the backfield last season.
The defensive search led Nehlen to the offense for recruits In Honester
Davidson and Greg Shlnn. Joining Davidson at left halfback and Shlnn
at monster back are Larry Kelley at safety and Bill Demlng at right
halfback. Kelley worked consistently In the secondary last campaign,
but Demlng was slowed when an Injury sidelined him for four weeks.
The problem facing the Falcons is developing the necessary depth.
Depth and experience are hardly the problem on the line. John
Szychowski (LE) and PhU VlUaplano (RE) are tabbed for starting
roles there, with Ron Comer providing the backup chores possibly
at either position.
Tom Lloyd and co-captaln Dave Roese are not to be budged at their
tackle slots, and with the addition of capable backups, Nehlen figures
to have ample depth. Larry Wltherspoon Is making strong headway in
the reserve role.
"We could have more depth at this one position now than at any time
at Bowling Green," said Nehlen, "we have some real good football
players."
Dave Polak returns for action at left linebacker, while Bob Simmons
gears to become Dennis Zolclak's successor.
Anchoring the middle of the line at middle guard, is Ail-American
co-captaln Joe Green. Acknowledged as one not to run against, Green
almost nudged out Miami's linebacker Bob Bablch for the league's most
valuable player award.
"If our front seven Is not the best In the league, I'll be extremely
dlssappolnted," said Nehlen, for the lack of a stronger expression.
"We must get a good pass rush," said Nehlen. Speaking of last year
he added, "at times we had good efforts, but this Is one thing we did
poorly overall, and It's going to be better. We made some adjustments
that are going to help."

ALL
TYPES
OF
MECHANICAL WORK
INCLUDING BRAKES
AND TUNE-UPS.
ROAD SERVICE

BULLIS AMERICAN
Rts 6 A 7 5

352-9090

By JACK CARLE
Sports Writer
Soccer at BG had Its first taste
of success last season, 5-4-1. The
hooters of Coach Mickey Cochrane,
however, hope to Improve further
on that mark.
Forty-five players started the
practice season and for the first
time In the five-year history of
the sport at BG, a cut had to be
made. The large number of players
out for the sport was due to the
new NCAA freshman eligibility
rule in effect. Of the thirty-three players kept by Coach
Cochrane, seven are freshmen.
Nine members of this year's
edition of the Falcon hooters are
returnees from last year, led by
co-captalns Tom Aslmou and Gary
Kovacs. The remaining positions
on the team are filled by junior
college transfers, sophomores and
freshmen.
In practice, the depth of the
team has been noted. "We have
three talented groups and are two
deep In every position and three
deep In some," commented Cochrane.
Cochrane gives an edge to one
unit which Includes a pair of talented sophomores and one veteran.
Starting on this line are sophomore
Dan Gable at outside left and another sophomore Ed Marshman at
Inside left. Senior Jim Brewer
occupies the center forward slot.
"Brewer has been our most
productive scorer in workouts,"
said Cochrane. The coach feels
Brewer will have a stabilizing
effect on the young line.
At inside right is co-captaln
Tom Aslmou and either sophomore
Joe Plllltterl or senior Al Sllva
will occupy the outside right position.
Both Brewer and Aslmou have
the record for most goals In a
game, 4.
Manning the right side will be
veteran Wolfgang Petrasko and
on the left side will be senior Fred
Welsmann another veteran who
holds the record for most assists,
in one season.
Last year's offense scored a
total of only twenty goals In the
ten game season and Coach Cochrane hopes for Improvemsnt.
Defensively, the Falcons lost
three starters from last season's
team Including Pete Farrell at
center back. However, veteran

goalie and co-captaln Gary Kovacs
a senior, is back and he holds the
BG record for most Individual
goalie saves In one season (149)
and most goalie saves In one game
(28), against Akron last year. The
second goalie this year Is Al Sandberg.
Center back Is Bob Gofus, a
sophomore, and on the right side
will be either Howy Siegel or

Joe Alaba, both sophomores. On
the left side will be either Jim
Pschirrer, a junior, or Dave Sutherland, a senior.
Bowling Green is a member of
the OCSA (Ohio Collegiate Soccer
Association) and In the pre-season
ratings, BG was ranked number
nine. The job of proving and Improving on this ranking will begin
Saturday at 2:00 at home.

Ill S. Main
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BOWLING GREEN

PHONE:
352-5762
* FRATERNITY & SOROITY
RUSH INFORMATION
* ELECTION PAMPHLETS &
BALLOTS ■ LETTERS - STATIONARY

QUALITY PRINTING
..WHILE YOU WAIT
JOR PENNIES!!

ALPHA EPSILON PI

OPEN HOUSE

Track meeting
There will be an organizational
meeting for all students Interested
in track and field (varsity and
freshmen) today at 4 p.m. in the
southeast stadium locker room.
Anybody Interested in Joining the
cross country team should meet
at the new stadium at 4 p.m.

THIS

Thursday & Friday
7:00 - 9:00
At The

AEPi HOUSE
1/2 Block North of
Ad. Bldg. on Thurstin St.
Informal

CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER
Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Anacin* bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

